Following the F1 race in Austin Oct. 22, Lewis Hamilton and Charles Leclerc have been disqualified from the U.S. Grand Prix due to skids not following compliance with 2023 Formula One Technical Regulations. Max Verstappen took the win with Hamilton close behind, although the disqualification leaves both Hamilton and Leclerc out of the standings for the U.S. Grand Prix in Austin.

Despite 2023's scorching summer, Farmer's Almanac predicted in August Texas will see an unseasonably cold winter. According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), El Niño is expected to continue this winter leading to above-average precipitation levels.

Joseph Angel Alvarez has been sentenced to life in prison for the murder of El Paso lawyer, Georgette Kaufmann and assault of her husband. Alvarez was convicted Oct. 20 after a jury reached the verdict.

Adolis García and the Rangers stayed rolling hot as the long ball helped the Rangers defeat the defending champ Astros. The Rangers await their opponent (winner of today’s game 7 matchup Phillies vs D-backs) as they reach the world series for a third time but seek to win their first championship.
The only thing scary is the lack of creativity

By Elisha Nuñez

For much of my young life, I never truly felt a connection to the Day of the Dead or “Día de los Muertos” in Spanish. I saw no importance in the holiday due to me not having dealt with loss quite yet. Losing anyone can have a severe impact on anyone, I just did not think it would have such a big impact on me. It was not until the death of my grandfather in 2017 that I came to this realization.

Saying my grandfather slowly loses his bright light due to colon cancer over the span of months in 2016, I knew his death would hit me at some point. I just did not know when. Having passed away Jan. 8, 2017 I still did not accept that I would no longer hear his voice calling my name or his pet names of “chamaco” or “chamaca” to me or any of my siblings.

Having grieved my grandfather in many ways, it was not until Disney released the movie “Coco” that I understood how much I missed him and how I wished I could celebrate his life. With a movie surrounding Hispanic heritage, the importance of Día de los Muertos and hearing the grandfather character Hector call Miguel “chamaco” made me not only feel my grandpa’s presence, but also gave me insight into my movie theater wishing I could hug my grandpa one more time and tell him how much I miss him.

It was then, that November night that I knew I would always honor my grandpa by laying down bunches of cempazúchitl and have an altar for him every Día de los Muertos. The movie was released a couple of weeks after Día de los Muertos which takes place at the beginning of November.

The holiday, which is a fusion of indigenous Mexican, Catholic traditions, celebrates the lives of those who have lost. Common tradition is to create an altar with the deceased's photos and their favorite items, such as food, drinks, hobbies and other items. It is believed that every Nov. 1 and 2, the dead follow the trail of cempazúchitl flowers back to the world of the living to rejoice one more time with the loved ones they left behind.

After watching “Coco,” I felt guilty for not having an altar for my grandpa that year, making me believe my grandpa’s soul had disappeared because I did not create an altar with his photos. Wiping away my tears, I walked out of the movie theater knowing I could not let the legacy my grandpa created fade away.

Although my grandpa was not a war hero, esteemed professor, legendary musician or an extraordinary actor, my grandpa was all those things to me. My grandpa, Efren Bello Sr., was a proud American patriot aside from being an immigrant from Iguala. When he received his citizenship, he could not have been prouder to be an American, who brought his children to the promised land.

The amount of knowledge he held and passed on to his children and grandchildren could have fooled anyone, convinced even me that he only had a third-grade education.

It’s not for the movie “Coco” I don’t think I would have understood how important it is to hold on to the memory of your loved ones and to continue sharing stories about them. Since that day, I have been proud to roll stories of my grandpa and his continuing legacy.

Everyone has an impact on our lives whether it be family, friends, enemies, neighbors or anyone who crosses our path. It is why I find myself not only honoring my grandpa during this time, but also those who I believe need someone to remember them. So, in the words of “Coco,” “The dead are always with us, as long as we keep their memory alive.”

Elisha Nuñez is a staff reporter and can be reached at
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Laying down cempazúchitl to honor those lost
Kids might love Halloween for its colorful costumes, impressive atmosphere and free candy, but parents might think otherwise. While there has always been the fright of poisoned candy, the reality is there are other dangers that parents might now be aware of like accidental drug intake.

Many parents check their kid’s candy for needles, poison, or tampered candy as there have been cases where children were exposed to drugs posed as famous brands. There are even drugs that are known as edibles that use the image of popular candy and food brands to disguise the product.

Though this is not to alarm parents, but rather to raise awareness among the public so parents and responsible guardians can properly inspect the much-anticipated Halloween candy for the safety of their children.

Though some parents might not stop their children from enjoying the festivities, others share their worries and opinions regarding the matter.

“I sometimes double think whether I should take my children trick or treating,” said Esperanza L., mother of two children. “Either it be conflict with my job or leaving them with another family member for that day. You don’t know what the children might eat on the way before I get to check it. While I do take my precaution, I sometimes think that I should not expose them and just buy them the candy or do something at home.”

On the other hand, other parents, who despite knowing the exposure, say they will not stop letting their children enjoy the spooky holiday. “I know we have to take responsibility for what the children can eat and cannot, but I look to see if a family friend will have a party for their kids during this holiday, a local library event, or even just a school party. I don’t think we should stop children from enjoying things. We do have danger present, I know I must double check to be sure. But I want my kid to enjoy this part of their childhood.” Some parents around the country might think differently, but one thing for certain is there should be precautions when checking candy for kids. To make trick or treating safer, it’s recommended to have a responsible guardian with children as well as light costumes like lights and other decorations to make the holiday tradition safer. It is also good to stick to familiar areas and plan routes that are safe. Children should stay on sidewalks and have a buddy system, so no child gets lost.

Letting children know their address and other contact information is important and should be told not to trust strangers. Although, most parents choose outfits that keep their children warm, it’s sometimes best not to have masks on them as it could obstruct their vision or have someone mistake them for another child.

It’s not necessary to go trick or treating outside, there should always be the option of having indoor activities. Such as playing movies or throwing a small house party.

At the end of the day, it’s the parents’ responsibility to check their children’s candy as well as keep them safe during the festivities. The culture of trick or treating is different in each household, that doesn’t stop children from enjoying it each year and ensuring they are safe in the process.

Katy Ruiz is a contributor and may be reached at kruiz12@miners.utep.edu

It’s the scariest time for unsafe candy
Cherry Duke: A guiding voice in the UTEP music community

The Opera may be daunting to some and a little unfamilial to others. However, the Opera is home to the craft of telling a story through music and singing.

There is a combination of art, words, drama, and dance, where the singers use their natural, authentic voice without microphones. However, what would it be like to actually perform these shows? To actually sing one's heart out in front of hundreds of people in real-time.

Look no further than performer, soloist, teacher and producer/director of Opera at UTEP, Cherry Duke. Duke has traveled worldwide for her work, having a portfolio more extensive than some of the venues she has performed in. Those venues include Carnegie Hall and the Avery Fisher Hall and famous venues including: Carnegie Hall and New York City. Duke moved with her husband, tenured professor Brian Downum, to El Paso for a job offer. Soon, Duke was offered a position in Opera here at UTEP. Duke details the passion of the Opera, as well as her excitement in teaching the art form.

"My opera students and I are in the business of getting out of your comfort zone and making an exchange of change of energy with the audience, scene partners, and character you’re playing,” Duke said. “You really have to look outside of yourself and into someone else’s reality to try and find a relationship, which I think is the recipe for cultivating compassion and empathy regardless of whether you like Opera.”

Duke also shares her experience with El Paso and the artistic community within it.
"I love El Paso, and the weather really suits me, and I didn’t know it was going to be so pretty,” Duke said. “There’s so much freedom of expression and creative spirit here that I really respect. There are so many people here that are doing it their way, and the people that say, “there’s nothing to do here” are sorely mistaken.”

Among many supportive people in her life, Duke highlighted the University of Texas at El Paso, professor Joan Wallow’s efforts on her.
"Joan is a remarkable person, and many of my students will recognize her because she wrote the diction textbook many of them use,” Duke said. “She affected me so deeply, and it’s her influence that has made me the person, teacher, and singer I am. Duke also thanks her students for what they have given her and the music community.

"I just want to thank them all so much for being so brave and for letting me be myself,” Duke said. "So, with this award I really want to thank my students for allowing them to be their guide and allow me to be my passionate self."
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Have a scary good time at the hacienda
915 Echoes of Horror

BY ALISON RODRIGUEZ
The Prospector

Step back in time and enter a world of spine-tingling suspense as the historic 1700s hacienda in Socorro, Texas, unveils its darkest secrets in a chilling new haunted house experience.

The newest haunted house attraction, 915 Echoes of Horses, makes waves in the El Paso horror scene with a new take on a haunted house and fright night experience.

Bryan Rosas, creator of 915 Echoes of Horses, is in his second year of creating new horror experiences with the help of his family and friends. Rosas and his team started preparing for their haunted house months in advance, dating back to June. He has always enjoyed putting on haunted houses for his family and friends and has worked for other haunted houses around the city which inspired him to create his own.

“We’re a family-run haunted house, I have about 12 of my friends and family who are the actors,” Rosas said. “We’re one big haunted family and we provide a full experience to customers. Our haunted house isn’t just one long hallway where things are jumping out at you, we have different scenes, and we interact with the customers. We’re also the only haunted house in El Paso that has a venue.”

The attraction has 5,000 square feet of artificial grass, allowing attendees who visit the location to experience the outdoor bars, food trucks and a 20 by 9-foot movie screen.

Waiting to enter the haunted house, actors interact with customers to get their heartbeat pumping before the full-on 20-minute terror.

“It was awesome,” said haunted house attendant Austral Cochran.

Not only do the actors dress up as ghosts lurking in the shadows of the 1700s hacienda but actual ghosts reside inside there as well. Rosas talks about the ghostly experiences he and his workers have had at the historic hacienda.

“It’s a beautiful hacienda, it was built in the 1700s,” Rosas said. “It’s got a lot of history, we’ve caught 3 or 4 ghosts on the security cameras. People who said they didn’t believe in ghosts, became believers at our haunted house. So, it’s a perfect place for what we do.”

Rosas says visitors who come to his haunted house will experience an adrenaline rush and will be winded from running away from monsters. As customers enter, they will experience full on frightful and fun entertainment.

“Personally, I think the best part of what we have is that we have a lot of actors with a lot of talent,” Rosas said. “A lot of them make their own costumes and do their own makeup. They are all really good at what they do. People like how we put on a whole production. We give visitors something to see, not just something to run from.”

The haunted attraction is open from 8 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday, from 8 p.m. to midnight Friday and Saturday and from 12 a.m. to noon then 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Sunday. It is located at 10167 Socorro Rd at the Cultural District Event Center and tickets are sold on site for $25.

By the end of the play, postcards were lying across the floor underneath the bright-colored stage lights as some had wishes, others with regrets. At the end of the night, the audience left knowing they matter and do so their city.

“posdata (or what I wish I said)” is a play that made its first stage appearance last Tuesday, leaving theater-goers with a new sense of identity.

The play was written by Georiga Hernandez Escobar, former visiting professor of practice and playwright at UTEP’s Department of Theatre and Dance. It was also a collaboration with Kim McLean, the school’s former director of theatre. After the idea came about during the pandemic, the two began working on it until it finally made its debut in the Joan Sadowski Kraszewski Studio Theatre.

“It’s about really respecting our people as a whole and telling the story as authentically as possible while incorporating the history of El Paso,” said Mia Flores, who played the character Ruthie in the play. “I truly believe it’s about representation of El Paso and just told through the eyes of the people that live day to day in our city.”

A representation of El Paso’s past and present, the play showed the audience two separate dynamics of the city. The parts that portray the past tell the story of Remo Guillén, who discovers postcards from the future during a time of war in Mexico. He deals with the troubles of being in love with a married woman, Esther Jones-Fontana, whose family photography business he works for.

The future timeline shows five high school students locked in the same building as the business in the present, trying to produce a pitch to win the scholarship contest they participated in. While the two timelines show characters from different areas and backgrounds in El Paso, the play brings them together in a way that is relatable for everyone watching.

“It truly represents everyone no matter what side of town you’re from, even if you’re not from El Paso,” Flores said. “I would have to say it really doesn’t center everyone helps each other shine in a way.”

Not only was this play a representation of UTEP professionals, the play puts El Pasoans from across the city and integrated into parts of the play. In telling the stories of the characters, the play manages to tell the stories of ordinary people who walk around the mall or drive by on I-10.

“We have these postcards from around the city that people from around El Paso got to fill out and their postcards are in the script,” said Fern Trousdale, the play’s costume designer. “It was written with the intent to have El Paso natives and people who live here and have experienced El Paso culture.

It is cool that it was written for us, and we are originating a lot of these costume designs, scenic designs, and roles.”

Coming purely from the imagination of UTEP professionals, the play puts El Paso culture and life into the limelight for those native to the city and others who have never known it otherwise. From the past to the present, the play shows everyone how important it is to not only embrace themselves, but the see POSDATA on page 8.
As the ongoing conflict in Israel and Palestine continues to progress, celebrities have taken to social media with their stance on the world and it is not tongue to society. Even since the Israel and Hamas conflict began the world recognized and witnessed the ongoing tragedy. Once the news hit social media, well-known celebrities shared their opinion on the ongoing situation. However, some jumped to share an opinion without understanding where the content they were posting originated from.

Celebrities ranging from Gal Gadot, Kylie Jenner and Florence Pugh expressing their support for Israel, celebrities like Jamie Lee Curtis and Justin Bieber were claiming support for Israel while unintentionally showing support towards Palestine with the images they shared.

Many of these public figures came out on social media condemning supposed violence against Israel while the pictures they posted were of a missile-ridden Gaza and Palestinian people.

Other stars such as Dua Lipa, Zayn Malik and Gigi Hadid shared their support for Palestine and praised them as “freedom fighters.” Hadid, supporter of the “Free Palestine” movement and general Palestinian rights made more detailed comments on what is happening in West Asia. “The terrorizing of innocent people is not in alignment with and does not look good for the ‘Free Palestine’ movement,” Hadid said. What causes such discourse is the mere fact that many celebrities do not educate themselves properly about this ongoing conflict. Many of those idolized celebrities did not take into consideration the people being affected and have more sympathy for the victims.

In such a difficult moment in history, it is important for people to gain empathy and respect for others. With such high platforms, celebrities need to make sure they are using it for good and being empathetic towards the public. Many are influenced easily, social media can be an easy way to get manipulated into viewing false realities and misinformation. The reality of it all is that celebrities and people all over the world need to do a better job at educating themselves before they set a firm belief. Many do not acknowledge the extreme measures people overseas have gone through. It is prominent for people to look at the overall issue of innocent lives being affected.

The Prospector student Sonya Quickley shares how she feels towards celebrities sharing their stance on social media too soon. “With the situation of Palestine and Israel I feel like they have the power to spread a lot of misinformation about the subject,” Quickley said. “I feel like celebrities aren’t taking precaution when speaking about the situation, especially when their opinions carry so much influence over others.”

Innocent individuals are being affected and everyone needs to take into accountability the extreme measure of it all. It is highly insensitive for celebrities to be sharing support for one side when something so drastic and traumatic is slowly upsurging to a larger issue.

UTEP student Diana Hernandez speaks on how celebrities need to be more mindful about what they post and to educate themselves. “I think that they should vocalize that they’re willing to educate themselves on worldwide issues before taking it to social media and sounding naïve,” Hernandez said. “It can come across as harmful and insensitive to many.”

As the crisis continues and numerous lives are on the line, it is vital for social media users to educate themselves and have empathy for those affected.
In a triumphant return to the International Shooting Sport Federation (ISSF) shooting range, UTEP Head Rifle Coach Andrea Palafox had her eye on the prize. Palafox set a record for Mexico at the 53rd ISSF World Cup held in Baku, Azerbaijan from Aug. 14 to Sept. 1. The head coach’s passion for shooting began when she was 15 years old. She followed in the footsteps of her family’s marksmanship after her grandfather, father and brother.

“Competing internationally was one of the first things that I wanted to accomplish as a young athlete,” Palafox said. “My dad inspired me to accomplish as a young athlete, because the national record multiple times. The discipline has been growing in my win can inspire more people in Mexico.”

Palafox also worked out and dieted in order to be in superior shape for the competition. The previous Mexican record at the ISSF was 581, also set by Palafox. At this year’s ISSF competition she shattered her old record by scoring 586 in the 50m Rifle event in the first stage. Palafox said she was a little shocked at first after learning she had set a new record for Mexico.

“I could not to focus on scores but instead on the work that I am doing,” Palafox said. “When I first saw the score, I was really surprised and very happy because it’s something that not even men have been able to achieve. It’s a really good score and I was very happy to have done it at an international competition.”

In the elimination round of the 50m Rifle 3 positions event, Palafox placed fifth in the first relay, recording a 586-27x score: 199 kneeling, 198 prone, 189 standing, and then during the qualifications round, Palafox shot 581-24x: 193 kneeling, 196 prone, 192 standing. She essentially tied with five other shooters recording 581. The differential comes from the X-count.

She placed thirty-sixth overall at one of the most prestigious international events in shooting and most challenging and competitive events at the Olympic games. Over the years, Palafox has won the national record multiple times, being the first Mexican female to have the first national record, which she gained in 2005.

Since then, the discipline of rifle shooting has been increasing and more people are taking interest in competing in the event. Palafox says this means more work for her.

“I tend not to focus on scores but instead on the work that I am doing,” Palafox said. “When I first saw the score, I was really surprised and very happy because it’s something that not even men have been able to achieve. It’s a really good score and I was very happy to have done it at an international competition.”

In the elimination round of the 50m Rifle 3 positions event, Palafox placed fifth in the first relay, recording a 586-27x score: 199 kneeling, 198 prone, 189 standing, and then during the qualifications round, Palafox shot 581-24x: 193 kneeling, 196 prone, 192 standing.

She also says she noticed her record and strives to break Mexican records but “I’ve been looking forward to this event. Palafox says she wouldn’t have been able to achieve this without the support of the people she works with at UTEP and the rifle team. She says she noticed her recent win has inspired the members of the rifle team to work harder and push their limits.

“I’ve been looking forward to this moment my whole life and at this point of my life is when I feel the most prepared and confident that I can achieve a spot in the Olympics,” said Palafox. “I’m just not sure if I will because nobody knows the future, but I want to enjoy it and be present just to be able to show all the hard work that I’ve been doing in the past months and years.”

Palafox will compete in the 2023 XIX Pan American Games from Oct. 20 through Nov. 5th in Santiago, Chile at the Polígono de tiro de Pudahuel.

This will determine if she gets the chance to compete in the 2024 Olympic Games in Paris, France. The UTEP Rifle team will also start its home season stretch versus Texas Christian University Sunday, Nov. 12 at the Military Science Building at UTEP.

Alyson Rodriguez is a contributor and may be reached at aerodriguez20@miners.utep.edu; Iziah Moreno is photography contributor and may be reached at iamorenogavald@miners.utep.edu.
UTEP volleyball went up against the Louisiana Tech University Bulldogs (LA Tech) (6-16, C-USA 1-9) in victorious fashion, as the Miners won both games at Memorial Gym. During the series, the Bulldogs had strong starts in the first sets. However, it seemed to be “all bark, no bite” for the team.

Many fans of all ages were cheering for the Miners, showing how high the spirit and attendance was for UTEP volleyball. "It was a little disappointing last year, but I think they have the potential to do a lot better in the postseason. The coach is fantastic; he engages with the fan base and brings some youth to the program," said Randy W. Fertel, an UTEP volleyball fan.

Fertel expresses his excitement for the Miners and the program’s hopeful future. "I think they are playing very well, and they have a chance at the postseason," Fertel said. "The fun part about playing LA Tech is that they come into the match excited to play and they give you everything they got. Our offense was very complete, and I was pleased with how well we played as a team." W allis expressed his pleasure at the outcome of these games. "It was a good test for us," W allis said. "The fun part about playing LA Tech is that they come into the match excited to play and they give you everything they got. Our offense was very complete, and I was pleased with how well we played as a team."

As a team, the Miners held the statistical average in kills 45-23, blocks 10-4. As a team, the Miners held the statistical average in kills 45-23, blocks 10-4.

"I think it’s been going great," Casares said. "I thought they had the potential to do a lot better this year." UTEP is now overall 17-6 and 9-3 in Conference USA (C-USA) play in the 2023 season thus far.
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Volleyball brings ‘fright’ during the upcoming Halloween game

Bogdan returns home to UTEP cross country

By Nicholas Maes
The Prospector

Mircea Bogdan completed his first regular season as associate head coach of UTEP cross country, just ahead of the C-USA XC Championships Oct. 28. Bogdan reflected on the journey that led him to where he is now.

Bogdan began his career at UTEP as a student-athlete where he was recruited by the current Director of Track and Field/Cross Country Mika Laaksonen. The Romanian native credits a friend for introducing him to the track and cross-country programs at UTEP.

“I think it all started with my friend Adrianna; my friend who is also from Romania just like me,” Bogdan said. “So, we were coached by the same coach back home.”

Bogdan was encouraged by his friend and his own drive to come to the United States and compete at the collegiate level. The program’s successful history enticed him to come and be a part of its legacy.

“It wasn’t easy, it was a lot of work, a lot of things needed to connect and happen, but I was here,” Bogdan said. “Biggest thing was when I saw the history of this program I was like ‘Wow, I’m going somewhere cool, this program has been successful.’”

Beginning his collegiate running career in 2005, Bogdan went on to win the 3000-meter steeplechase in 2005. Although he placed second in 2006. The steeplechase was the right event for Bogdan to excel in at the time. Distance runners are required to run longer distances compared to sprinters, so for these events, endurance plays a greater role than speed.

“My whole life had been distance and middle distance, but mostly distance and cross country,” he said. “When I came to track, the steeplechase, outdoor track, was my main event. I didn’t have a lot of speed, but I had a good engine to put a lot of running under my belt, so I was healthy enough to support all that training.”

After a successful running career, Bogdan received his bachelor of health science in kinesiology, applying what he learned to his first year as a coach. In 2006 Bogdan joined the UTEP coaching staff as a post-NCAA eligibility student coach.

Bogdan continued his education at Saint Francis University, receiving his masters of education in May 2009. He returned to coaching at Loyola University-Chicago in 2014, as a volunteer assistant coach, then as assistant coach.

Most recently Bogdan spent a year as the director of track and field/cross country at Chicago State during the 2022-2023 season. His return to UTEP marks 20 years since he first set foot on campus since 2003.

Bogdan credits the foundation he received through UTEP and his kinesiology degree for his success as both a runner and a coach.

“Studying kinesiology at UTEP, it was almost like filled the gap that I was missing,” Bogdan said. “By being an athlete, you miss some things, so I think studying what I studied, and my minor was education, helped me understand some more dynamics and more what’s happening inside the human body.”

UTEF affected Bogdan in a big way, influencing him to return as a coach and give back to the community that got him to where he is today. Because of this influence, Bogdan hopes current student-athletes can follow his example and someday return to UTEP to continue its rich history in athletics.

“Take advantage of the opportunity that you join a great program, contribute, maybe help somebody else,” Bogdan said. “After you leave, come back and keep the program running. This program should never stop having success.”

Nicholas Maes is a contributor and may be reached at nmaes@miners.utep.edu.

By Joel Molina
The Prospector

Halloween brings the joys of trick-or-treating and pumpkin carving, many of which take place on October 31st.

While those things on that day are fairly common, a volleyball game that looks to be full of spikes and kills is an added twist to an already spooky day.

The UTEP volleyball team will play their first game on Halloween since 2014. They will be coming off back-to-back road games against Middle Tennessee on Oct. 27 and Oct. 28.

The team’s 7-0 home record is tied for best in the conference. They will look to bring the scares while extending their undefeated home streak against out of conference foe Mexico State, the previous day.

“An away game against New Mexico State, the previous day. Middle blocker Danska Washington and setter Kalia Kohler both recently earned Conference USA player of the week honors with Washington being named C-USA defensive player of the week and Kohler being named C-USA freshman of the week.”

UTEF student and volleyball fan Rosa Maria Sanchez speaks on the idea of attending the Halloween game and what makes it interesting.

“Volleyball brings ‘fright’ during the upcoming Halloween game”

By Joel Molina
The Prospector

Halloween brings the joys of trick-or-treating and pumpkin carving, many of which take place on October 31st. While those things on that day are fairly common, a volleyball game that looks to be full of spikes and kills is an added twist to an already spooky day.

The UTEP volleyball team will play their first game on Halloween since 2014. They will be coming off back-to-back road games against Middle Tennessee on Oct. 27 and Oct. 28.

The team’s 7-0 home record is tied for best in the conference. They will look to bring the scares while extending their undefeated home streak against out of conference foe Mexico State, the previous day. Middle blocker Danska Washington and setter Kalia Kohler both recently earned Conference USA player of the week honors with Washington being named C-USA defensive player of the week and Kohler being named C-USA freshman of the week.

UTEF student and volleyball fan Rosa Maria Sanchez speaks on the idea of attending the Halloween game and what makes it interesting.

“I wouldn’t mind coming to a game; I love coming to a game,” Sanchez said. “I think it being on Halloween is fun. I know a lot of parents take their kids trick-or-treating and stuff, but I would prefer to come to a game.”

The Halloween game will be held at 6pm Oct. 31st at Memorial Gym and will be streamed on ESPN+.

This will also be the start to the Miners’ three-game home stretch to close out the regular season.

Joel Molina is a photographer and can be reached at pmolina@miners.utep.edu.
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